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ABSTRACT
Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) is a best-first search which is
efficient in large search spaces and is effective at balancing ex-
ploration versus exploitation. In this work, we introduce a novel
extension for MCTS, called Multiagent Monte Carlo Tree Search
(MAMCTS), which pairs MCTS with difference evaluations. We
demonstrate the performance of MAMCTS in a cooperative, multia-
gent path-planning domain called Multiagent Gridworld. We show
that MAMCTS using difference evaluations outperforms MAMCTS
using local rewards by up to 31.4% and MAMCTS using the global
reward by up to 88.9% for a system with 1,000 agents.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) is a best-first search which uses
Monte Carlo methods to probabilistically sample actions in a given
domain [2]. MCTS gained a lot of interest after being used to de-
velop game players for the game of Go which could compete with
some of the best human players on smaller Go boards [2, 6]. Since
then, MCTS has been used heavily in planning problems and com-
puterized games such as Poker, Settlers of Catan, Civilization, and
Shogi [3, 8–11].

MCTS has several qualities which make it ideal for application
within multiagent systems. For example, MCTS does not require
heuristics derived using domain-specific knowledge to find near-
optimal solutions [2]. MCTS is also very efficient at searching
through large search spaces while effectively balancing exploration
versus exploitation within the search space [2]. This gives MCTS an
advantage over other approaches, such as evolutionary algorithms,
which can be computationally expensive due to the extremely large
search space for agent policies within multiagent systems [1, 4, 7].

Although there are many works demonstrating the efficacy of
MCTS in multiagent environments, such as multiplayer games,
most of the literature is focused on developing strong players in
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competitive multiagent systems. In this work, we propose a novel
extension to MCTS for cooperative multiagent systems, called Mul-
tiagent Monte Carlo Tree Search (MAMCTS), which pairs MCTS
with difference evaluations. We show that MAMCTS-based agents
are able to learn effective coordination strategies in a multiagent
path-planning domain called Multiagent Gridworld (MAG). We
also show that MAMCTS using difference rewards outperforms
MAMCTS using local rewards by up to 31.1% and MAMCTS using
the global reward by up to 88.9%.

2 MULTIAGENT MONTE CARLO TREE
SEARCH

In a cooperative multiagent system, individual agents must adopt
individual policies which allow them to coordinate effectively with
other agents in the system. Multiagent Monte Carlo Tree Search
(MAMCTS) pairs MCTS with difference evaluations which allows
agents to efficiently search through the space of possible policies
by focusing on those policies which positively contribute to the
overall system. MAMCTS is described in more detail by Algorithm
1. Steps 2-8 describe a standard MCTS which involves selection,
expansion, rollout, and back-propagation. These steps are done
at the individual agent level. In steps 9-12, each agent selects the
best policy found so far from within their search tree and takes
the actions stored within that policy. In steps 13-16, each policy is
evaluated using difference evaluations, and each agent updates their
search tree using the calculated difference reward before resetting
and continuing to the next episode.

Algorithm 1: Multiagent Monte Carlo Tree Search

1: for each Episode do
2: for each Aдent do
3: Selection
4: Check for terminal node
5: Expand tree if selected node is non-terminal
6: Rollout using default, random policy (πD )
7: Back-Propagation
8: end for
9: for each Aдent do
10: Select best policy from tree
11: Do actions in best policy
12: end for
13: for each Aдent do
14: Evaluate policy and update tree
15: end for
16: Reset agents to initial state
17: end for
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3 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We test MAMCTS in a cooperative, multiagent path-planning do-
main known as Multiagent Gridworld (MAG). MAG is a discrete
environment in which agents can take one action per turn from
among the available actions: up, down, left, right, or null. The outer
boundaries of MAG are treated as an impassable wall. Any agent
attempting to move beyond these boundaries is “bumped” back
onto the grid. In MAG there are n agents and n goals. Each goal is
worth 100 points when captured; however, a reward is only received
for the first agent to capture a goal. Once an agent captures a goal,
it stays at the goal and does not continue to move. Therefore, the
optimal solution is for each agent to travel to a different goal and
capture it.

In this work we compare the performance of MAMCTS using
difference evaluations with MAMCTS using local rewards (which
is equivalent to only using MCTS) and MAMCTS using the global
reward for policy evaluations. All of the tests are run on a 100x100
MAG starting with a (200 agent, 200 goal) system and then scaling
up to a (1,000 agent, 1,000 goal) system. Data is collected over 30
statistical runs. Error bars are included in the plots; however, the
error bars are smaller than the data point markers used in the plot.
All error bars report the standard error of the mean.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the 100x100 MAG, we test the scalability and performance of
MAMCTS by steadily increasing the number of agents and goals
within the system. Starting with 200 agents and 200 goals, we record
the percentage of goals captured by the agents after 500 episodes of
searching. These results are reported by Figure 1 which show the
quantity of agents and goals in the system and the percentage of
goals captured when each agent uses their best policy. The average
goal capture rate is approximately 79.2% for MAMCTS using dif-
ference evaluations, 38.6% for MAMCTS using the global reward,
and 61.7% for MAMCTS using local rewards. The results presented
in Figure 1 show that the percentage of goals captured improves
as more agents and goals are added into the system. At 200 agents
and 200 goals, the goals are more widely dispersed throughout
the world. We believe this makes it difficult for agents to discover
policies leading to goals which are further away. When we add
more goals into the system, there is a higher goal density making
it easier for agents to discover policies leading to goal states even
though there are also more agents in the system.

For the system containing 1,000 agents and 1,000 goals, we record
the system score at the end of each search episode. This allows
us to assess agent learning by tracking the improvement in the
system score each episode as seen in Figure 2. By comparing the
final system reward of MAMCTS using difference rewards to the
final system reward achieved by MAMCTS using local rewards,
we see that MAMCTS using difference evaluations outperforms
MAMCTS using local rewards by 31.4%. Additionally, we see that
MAMCTS using difference evaluations outperforms MAMCTS us-
ing the global reward by 88.9%. Using the global reward to update
agent search trees, we see that the system score converges to a low
value very quickly and never improves. Interestingly, the agents
using MAMCTS with local rewards achieve a decent system-level
performance. However, this performance eventually converges to
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Figure 1: Percentage of goals captured by agents for increas-
ing numbers of agents and goals on a 100x100 MAG.
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Figure 2: Learning curves for 1,000 agent and 1,000 goal sys-
tem comparingMAMCTSusing difference evaluations, local
reward, and the global reward for policy evaluation.

a final value after which no further improvement occurs. Using
difference evaluations, we see that system performance is not only
better overall, but that system performance continues to improve by
the 500th episode. These results are consistent with examples from
the literature comparing difference evaluations with local rewards
and global rewards [5, 12, 13].

5 CONCLUSIONS
In this work we introduced a novel enhancement to MCTS for co-
operative multiagent systems called Multiagent Monte Carlo Tree
Search. MAMCTS pairs MCTS with difference evaluations which
enables agents to learn effective coordination strategies in loosely
coupled, cooperative multiagent environments such as MAG. In
MAG, we demonstrated that MAMCTS using difference rewards
outperforms MAMCTS using the global reward by up to 88.9% and
MAMCTS using local rewards by up to 31.4%. Finally, we demon-
strated the impressive scalability of MAMCTS by achieving near-
optimal performance in a 100x100 MAG with up to 1,000 agents.
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